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NEW QUESTION: 1
If all of the following files and/or symlinks exist in a
SysV-init runlevel directory, which of the following will be
executed first when booting the system directly into the
runlevel?
A. PRE-S99lpi
B. K99lpi
C. S98lpi
D. S99lpi
E. S99a-lpi
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A number of different decision-making styles can be used in a
team environment. When quality and acceptance are both
important, which of the following styles should be used?
A. Coin flip
B. Consultation
C. Consensus
D. Command
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Project managers tend to use four basic decision styles:
command, consultation, consensus, and coin flip or random. If
acceptance and quality are both important, the consultation
style is preferred. It allows for some involvement of team
members but allows project managers to maintain control over
the final decision. In this style, team members are free to
express their opinions, but the project manager makes the final
decision.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which accounting notices are used to send a failed
authentication attempt record to a AAA server?
(Choose two.)
A. stop-record
B. start-stop
C. stop-only
D. stop
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
aaa accounting { auth-proxy | system | network | exec |
connection | commands level | dot1x } { default | list- name |
guarantee-first } [ vrf vrf-name ] { start-stop | stop-only |
none } [broadcast] { radius | group group-name } + stop-only:
Sends a stop accounting record for all cases including
authentication failures regardless of whether the aaa
accounting send stop-record authentication failure command is
configured. + stop-record: Generates stop records for a
specified event.
For minimal accounting, include the stop-only keyword to send a
"stop" accounting record for all cases including authentication
failures. For more accounting, you can include the start-stop
keyword, so that RADIUS or TACACS+ sends a "start" accounting
notice at the beginning of the requested process and a
"stop" accounting notice at the end of the process.
Source:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/security/a1/se
c-a1-cr-book/sec-cr-a1.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
View the Exhibit and examine the structure in the EMPLOYEES
tables.
Evaluate the following SQL statement:
SELECT employee_id, department_id
FROM employees
WHERE department_id= 50 ORDER BY department_id
UNION
SELECT employee_id, department_id
FROM employees
WHERE department_id= 90
UNION
SELECT employee_id, department_id
FROM employees
WHERE department_id= 10;
What would be the outcome of the above SQL statement?
A. The statement would not execute because the ORDER BY clause
should appear only at the end of the SQL statement, that is, in
the last SELECT statement.
B. The statement would execute successfully and display all the
rows in the ascending order of DEPARTMENT_ID.
C. The statement would execute successfully but it will ignore
the ORDER BY clause and display the rows in random order.
D. The statement would not execute because the positional
notation instead of the column name should be used with the
ORDER BY clause.
Answer: A
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